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A. The State of the Law School 
This Strategic Plan is written in a different economic 
climate and is predicated on a different set of fiscal 
assumptions than the Strategic Plan submitted three years ago. 
The 1989 Strategic Plan formulated goals for improving the School 
of Law based on optimistic assumptions about five percent and ten 
percent increases in state funding levels . This Plan compels us 
to set priorities after a five percent budget reduction in FY92 
that is expected to continue to be reflected in the budget base 
for future years. 
The 1989 Strategic Plan, as this one must be, was premised 
on a recognition of the significant progress made by the School 
of Law over the past twenty-five years in attracting a first-rate 
faculty and talented students and in creating an academic program 
of real excellence. Progress toward goals set in the 1989 
Strategic Plan has been made despite an essentially flat state 
funding level. In fact, after the five percent budget reduction, 
state funding for the School of Law today·is one percent less in 
inflation-adjusted dollars than seven years ago . 
Two problems dominate the current state of the Law School 
and must be solved if the hard-won quality that has been achieved 
is not to suffer rapid erosion. The first is a faculty salary 
scale that is no longer competitive and the other is the chronic 
underfunding of the acquisitions budget of the Law Library. Both 
these matters were identified as priorities to be addressed in 








worse, not better, and can now fairly be characterized as a 
crisis. 
Annex A, prepared from confidential data furnished by the 
American Bar Association's Section on Legal Education and 
furnished under separate cover to .the President and Cabinet, 
demonstrates unmistakably just how far faculty salaries at this 
Law School have fallen behind other public and private law 
schools in the Southeast over the past seven years. The data 
shows that schools of comparable general quality and standing are 
leaving us in their wake. 
A number of observations and conclusions emerge from the 
data in Annex A: 
1. Between 1984-85 and 1991-92, the Law School has fallen 
from the top quartile in average faculty salary to the exact 
median in average salary among all accredited ·American law 
schools. 
2. The Law School also has fallen from the upper reaches 
of the second quartile well into the third quartile in median 
faculty salary (i.e., University of Georgia Law School's median 
salary now ranks 104th out of 168 reporting law schools within 
the United States. Our median salary is 6.4% -- or $4,500 --
below the comparable national figure. Of course, median salary 
is of particular concern to those entry-level and intermediate-




















3. Between 1984-85 and 1991-92, the Law School has slipped 
from 41st to 82nd among 174 law schools in average salary, a 
slide of 41 positions. In median salary, the Law School has gone 
from 54th to 104th, a slide of 50 positions. Of the twenty-seven 
listed southeastern law schools, only one (LSU} has fallen 
further. The Law School's slide of 41 positions in average 
salary and 50 positions in median salary represents one of the 
worst declines in the nation. 
4. From 1984-85 to 1991-92, the average Law School faculty 
salary increased only 38.1%, compared with a median average 
increase of 55% among all accredited law schools. Of the twenty-
seven listed southeastern law schools, the percentage increase at 
Georgia again ranked second worst. (Only the University of 
Mississippi -- with an increase of 34.6% -- has done more 
poorly.} 
S. The crisis in faculty salaries at Georgia is perhaps 
made most stark by way of direct comparison to peer institutions. 
For example, members of the Law School and University community 
were disappointed earlier this year when a u.s. News and World 
Report survey ranked Emory, but not the University of Georgia, in 
the top twenty-five American law schools. Because a law school's 
resources affect its ranking, the data in Annex A suggest why 
this happened. From 1984-85 to 1991-92, Emory went from 74th to 
34th in average faculty salary, while Georgia fell from 41st to 
82nd. The average salary at Emory now exceeds the average salary 


















Emory is not an isolated example. Of the twenty-six listed 
southeastern schools, nine passed Georgia in average faculty 
salary during the last six years. Georgia passed none. Of the 
nine remaining schools that this school continues to outrank in 
average salary, not one is a schooi that this school considers 
remotely comparable in quality or stature (e.g., Arkansas at 
Little Rock, Mississippi, West Virginia). 
6. The slippage in faculty salaries at Georgia is not 
explainable simply by reference to the budget difficulties that 
in recent years have beset this and other state institutions. 
For example, the State of Florida has experienced serious budget 
difficulties in recent years. The University of Florida Law 
School, however, has held its position in average salary (moving 
from 24th to 25th in the nation), while enhancing its position in 
median salary (moving from 28th to 17th in the nation). Today, 
the average salary at the University of Florida Law School 
exceeds the average salary at the University of Georgia Law 
School by $14,500, or nearly 20%. 
7.. The erosion in the relative salary scale also cannot be 
explained by reference to higher costs of living that prevail in 
some urban centers. Rather, of the regional law schools that 
today provide higher (and often far higher) law faculty salaries 
than Georgia, most are situated in communities comparably sized 
or smaller than Athens (e.g., Tuscaloosa, Alabama; Gainesville, 
Florida; Tallahassee, Florida; Lexington, Kentucky; Chapel Hill, 





Carolina; Charlottesville, Virginia; Williamsburg, Virginia; and 
Lexington, Virginia). 
8. The distinction between public and private schools also 
does not explain the decline in Georgia's relative position in 
terms of faculty pay scales. Georgia has declined in regard to 
its competitor public schools in the region. Focusing on the 19 
public law schools listed in Annex A, in 1984-85, the Law School 
was 7th in median salary. In the current year, it is 10th. 
Likewise, in 1984-85, Georgia was 5th in average salary among 
these competitor schools. In the current year, it has dropped 
six places to 11th. Schools such as the University of Alabama, 
George Mason, the University of Kentucky, the University of 
Maryland, and William & Mary have passed Georgia in terms of 
average faculty salary. 
9. Many law schools that would be ranked below Georgia in 
terms of faculty scholarly productivity and student quality --
like the law schools of the University of Alabama, the University 
of Kentucky, Wake Forest University, and Washington and Lee 
. 
University -- now have significantly higher pay scales for their 
law faculties than does Georgia. Moreover, if present trends 
continue, many additional schools -- including in-state rival 
Mercer -- soon will pass Georgia. The median salary at Mercer 
$67,800 -- already is approaching the median Georgia salary of 
$70,200. Moreover, from 1984-85 to 1991-92, the average Mercer 
salary increased 53.3%, while the average Georgia salary 













average Mercer faculty member will earn more than the average 
Georgia faculty member in the next few years. Indeed, if present 
trends are not reversed, salaries of law faculty at Georgia will 
fall into the bottom quartile of law faculty salaries among all 
accredited law schools in the United States. 
10. The list of twenty-seven schools in Annex A excludes a 
number of schools that this Law School deems significantly less 
prestigious and not currently in meaningful competition with this 
Law School. Notably, many of these schools nonetheless now 
provide higher average or median salaries to law faculty members. 
In particular, at each of the following law schools, the median 
faculty salary already exceeds the median faculty salary at 
Georgia: 
Samford University 
South Texas University 
St. Mary's University of San Antonio 
Stetson University 
Texas Tech University 
University of Houston 
University of Louisville 
University of Richmond 
Although Annex A and the discussion so far has focused 
exclusively on faculty salaries, the salary scale for other 
members of the Law School professional staff, including law 
librarians and legal writing instructors, compares even less 
favorably with other schools. For example, the salary of the 
Director of the Law Library is below the national median salary 
for library directors, ranking 85th out of 153 law schools 
















time professional librarians at Georgia, other than the director, 
falls well below the national average, ranking 111 out of 151 
schools reporting. The median salary similarly barely hovers 
above the bottom quartile, ranking 112 out of the 151 schools 
reporting. Among the 64 law schools reporting salaries paid to 
legal writing skills instructors, Georgia ranked next to last and 
$9,000 below the national median. 
It is imperative that funds be obtained from internal 
reallocations, new state appropriations for salaries, and a 
special tuition increase in the School of Law so as at least to 
restore faculty salaries to the relative position of 1984-85 and 
to improve significantly other staff salaries. This would 
require an average salary increase for faculty of 15.58%, or 
$11,634 for 1992-93 to regain the ground that has been lost. 
Even if no combination of available funds will allow the average 
salary to be increased immediately to· its former position among 
other law schools, a significant start to accomplish this must 
now be made. Moreover, there is a need to establish a firm goal 
of restoring faculty salaries at least to the upper quartile of 
average salaries by FY95. A realistic but meaningful goal must 
also be established for increasing the salaries of the Law 
School's professional staff. 
The other area in urgent need of special new funding is the 
Law Library's acquisitions budget. Annex B shows that in terms 
of collection size the Law Library ranked 28th among 175 law 














from the top twenty ABA law libraries, a ranking we held 
throughout the early 1970's, but Annex B also demonstrates that 
our acquisitions budget, before the five-percent cut, ranked just 
58th. 
In both 1988 and 1989 substantial increases in funding were 
provided for the Law Library's acquisitions budget to carry out a 
plan to increase library funding by $50,000 a year and to stem 
the decline of this essential asset. Since then, budget 
constraints have halted new funding and the Law Library ranking 
has slipped from 26th to 28th in two years. Even before the FY92 
budget cut that reduced by nearly ten percent the Law Library's 
acquisition budget, trend lines pointed to the Law Library's 
falling out of the top thirty ABA-ranked law libraries. 
The FY92 budget cut has exacerbated an already serious 
problem of library funding. The cost today of providing 
computer-accessed electronic data bases for faculty and students 
exceeds $50,000 per year, a cost that has doubled in the past 
four years, and the rate of price increases for legal materials 
generally is far above the general rate of inflation. 
While section B which follows will show how the Law School 
could go about downsizing and internally allocating funds to 
provide a salary increase amounting to three percent for faculty 
and staff, the considerable amounts needed to catch up in 
providing competitive salaries and to restore the budget cut in 















the Law School has proposed a special tuition increase effective 
in 1992-93. 
Annex C lists the tuition at a number of public and private 
law schools in the Southeast along with undergraduate tuition at 
those same universities. These figures show that in almost every 
case the difference between law school tuition and undergraduate 
tuition is larger than here at Georgia and that the tuition 
charged by the University of Georgia School of Law could be 
increased by enough to make an appreciable difference in the 
resources of the Law School and still be less than the tuition 
charged this year at many southeastern public law schools . A 
tuition increase of 15% would set tuition at $2,847 for residents 
and $7,721 for nonresidents. A tuition increase of $500 for 
residents (a 20% increase to $2,976) and $1,200 for nonresidents 
(a 17.8% increase to $7,914) would keep our tuition in line with 
public schools and would be well below the tuition cost of 
private law schools in the region . 
A tuition increase of 15% would produce approximately 
$260,000 additional dollars; a flat $500/$1,200 increase for 
residents and nonresidents, respectively, would yield about 
$340,000. An increase in tuition for the Law School of this 
magnitude is reasonable and supportable in light of the tuition 
charged by other public schools in the region and is the single 
best hope for quickly bringing on line new funds to increase 














B. Internal Reallocation to Generate a 
Three-Percent Salary Increase for Faculty and Staff 
The University has correctly identified the need to raise 
faculty and staff salaries as the overarching priority in this 
Strategic Plan. This section will.outline how the School of Law 
would proceed to reallocate funds internally to provide a three-
percent salary increase for faculty and staff. This will require 
a reallocation of approximately $100,000. 
It is important to note at the outset that the Law School 
has already reduced its faculty and staff in order to meet the 
continuing five-percent budget reduction. The faculty-
administrative position of Associate Dean for Student Affairs 
held by Maxine Thomas was left vacant this year and will not be 
filled. The staff position of Information Specialist, which 
became vacant last November, has been left unfilled as have two 
secretarial positions. A third secretarial position will be 
eliminated this spring after a retirement and a reduction of 
secretarial support to our two student-edited scholarly journals. 
Thus, the School of Law has already downsized in response to the 
five-percent budget reduction. 
There is no way to generate funds to provide a three-percent 
salary increase by internal reallocation without counting on 
further shrinkage in the number of faculty and further reductions 
or temporary elimination of certain operating funds that are 
subject to prior budget approval such as travel, faculty research 












Because vacant positions which previously could be used to meet 
the actual costs of operating the school have been eliminated, 
reductions in operating expenses will be required. 
For FY93, the Law School would make the following 
adjustments to fund a three-percent salary increase: 
(1) The Woodruff Professor of International Law will be on 
leave without pay for the entire 1992-93 academic year. A 
visitor will be invited for one semester only to teach in this 
faculty member's place. This will insure that income from the 
private endowment of the Woodruff Chair will be sufficient to 
cover the full salary and benefits of the visiting Woodruff 
Chairholder, thereby eliminating entirely the use of state funds 
for this position; 
(2) A faculty member who is on leave of absence for spring 
semester 1992 at another law school is expected either to 
·continue that leave for the 1992-93 academic year or to resign to 
accept the deanship at that school. If vacant, this position 
will be left unfilled; 
(3) Travel and program funds in the Rusk Center will be 
reduced; 
(4) Travel for faculty and administrative staff 
(Admissions; Placement) will be reduced; 
(5) Faculty research assistants will be reduced or 
eliminated; and 
(6) Graduate assistantships provided by the Law School for 













These are temporary measures that will require reassessment 
depending on other changes that may occur in the faculty for FY94 
and FY95. In sum, by leaving two faculty positions that are 
expected to be vacant unfilled for next year and by radically 
paring down other operating costs, . the Law School can generate 






c. Thematic Goals 
This section of the Strategic Plan presents particular goals 
and priorities of the School of Law for the next three years 
organized around the eight thematic goals suggested for the 
development of the larger University plan. These goals for the 
Law School grow out of a firm commitment to preserve the hard-won 
academic quality that the school has achieved over the past 
twenty-five years and a renewed determination to see the school 
move once again to improve its national standing among American 
law schools. 
Goal 1. Enhance the quality of the educational environment 
by: 
(a) continuing to improve student quality; 
(b) moving carefully to downsize the faculty as 
required in order to reallocate funds from vacant 
positions for salary increases without materially 
harming the strength and richness of the 
educational program; 
Cc) exploring the greater use of adjuncts to help 
compensate for a smaller full-time faculty; 
(d) adding a fourth instructor for the Legal Writing 
and Research Program to help balance the larger 
class size in some first-year courses and to 
provide academic assistance to students in need; 
(e) adding an Advanced Writing Course for second-year 
students who seek to or who are identified by 
first-year grades as needing to improve their 
writing and analytical skills. 
One generally accepted measure of the quality of the 















place to learn is the academic caliber of the students enrolled. 
This is especially true in a professional school such as ours 
where student interaction in class and in extracurricular 
activities sets the overall level of attainment. Judged by this 
important yardstick, the Law School has never been better. 
Each successive entering class has arrived with increasingly 
better academic credentials in recent years. For example, the 
1989 strategic Plan reported that the first-year class, drawn 
from 1,559 applicants, had a median LSAT score of 37 (85th 
percentile nationally) and a 3.28 undergraduate grade point 
average. In comparison, the 215 members of the first-year class 
that entered the Law School in fall 1991 were drawn from 2,400 
applicants and had a median LSAT of 41 (90th percentile 
nationally) and a 3.31 undergraduate grade point average. 
Applications for admission to our next fall's entering class are 
up some 19\ over the same time last year even though applications 
to law school are slightly down nationally. Happily, the School 
of Law is continuing to attract record numbers of applicants and 
can expect to maintain or increase the already high level of 
student quality. The long-held goal of the Law School of 
increasing progressively the academic preparation and quality of 
its students remains important and is achievable so long as the 
school's educational program continues to be one recognized for 
excellence. 
The quality of the Law School's academic program depends 


















on students being taught by tenure-track faculty and other full-
time academic professionals such as clinicians and legal research 
and writing instructors. By tradition and necessity, law classes 
are taught by faculty mem}:)ers rather than by graduate teaching 
assistants. Thus, a plan to rebalance and shift the 
instructional load between a smaller faculty and a larger number 
of graduate teaching assistants as a way of coping with a 
downsized faculty is not an option for the Law School. 
Similarly, while there are promising opportunities becoming 
commercially available for self-directed computer learning and 
other interesting forms of interactive video instruction, the 
core of legal education must remain that of teachers interacting 
in person with students. This method is designed to use 
questions and examples to teach students how to analyze, to 
understand, and finally to criticize legal texts and doctrine; 
how to construct persuasive legal arguments both orally and in 
writing; and, in short, how to "do" law. Although technoloc;7 can 
enrich this environment and aid the instructor in the endeavor, 
for example, by simulating for the classroom real-life courtroom 
or lawyer-client exchanges, the Law School cannot plan on 
achieving large-scale economies of instruction through improved 
technology. 
Accordingly, if the only way to meet the overriding need to 
increase significantly faculty and staff salaries is to downsize 
the faculty and staff, we face a special challenge of doing so 
















be done by the faculty. This commitment to quality of 
instruction requires maintaining the enrollment in courses at a 
level that still will permit a fair amount of close-order 
instruction through question and answer directed at individual 
students in class while also maintaining a wide array of advanced 
course offerings to prepare this generation of students to 
practice law well into the 21st Century. 
Thus, of necessity, one of the Law School ' s goals must be to 
design a curriculum model for next year and thereafter that will, 
while maintaining an appropriate class size, depend on a smaller 
number of tenure-track faculty. Not counting the Dean, Associate 
Dean, and Law Librarian, the teaching faculty now averages thirty 
full-time teachers. With a J.D. enrollment in fall 1991 of 629, 
we have at present a student-faculty ratio of 21 : 1, close to the 
goal of 20:1. To downsize the faculty by leaving vacancies 
unfilled might well require abandoning the traditional division 
of the first-year class into three sections for instruction in 
favor of two sections, thereby raising class size from roughly 70 
students to 105 in at least several first-year courses. It may 
well also be necessary to reduce the duplication of certain core 
second-year offerings. Such changes would help the Law School 
offer a full array of upper-level electives with a slightly 
smaller faculty. 
Adjustments such as these contemplated obviously require 
charting a delicate balance between devoting sufficient faculty 













offering a modern curriculum that meets a broad spectrum of needs 
in the second and third years. The educational program of the 
School of Law must aim higher than merely preparing its graduates 
to pass the state bar examination. our mission to educate 
students for the public profession. of the law requires training 
students in basic lawyering skills through opportunities for 
actual practice experience in clinics as well as opportunities to 
look at law deeply and critically through interdisciplinary 
lenses and to appreciate the role of law in a wider social 
context. It should be possible to downsize by one or two 
positions over the next three years, assuming these vacancies do 
not come in an already understaffed areas and to reallocate funds 
to salaries; but, the Law School is not faculty-heavy now and 
cannot downsize beyond one or two more positions without doing 
damage to its educational program. 
One strategy for coping with such an internal reallocation 
may be to make greater use of adjuncts. Most urban-centered law 
schools count heavily on adjuncts, lawyers in practice who teach 
one course in their specialty, to augment the teaching staff and 
curriculum. We have benefitted in the past from having adjuncts 
teach classes such as Patent Law, Immigration Law, Entertainment 
Law, Environmental Litigation, and Labor Arbitration. The Law 
School has also been able to enrich the international law 
curriculum by drawing on visiting academics from abroad to teach 
half-semester "mini-courses . " We can as a policy seek to 

















educational program and help compensate for a smaller number of 
full-time faculty in the future. 
The 1989 Strategic Plan identified as a priority objective 
hiring a fourth instructor for the Legal Research and Writing 
Program. The three present instructors work with about 70 first-
year students each to train them in legal research and writing. 
Particularly if the educational program must shift to larger 
sections for some first-year classes, it is highly desirable to 
add an additional writing instructor so that each instructor is 
responsible for working with a group of 50 or so first-year 
students, rather than the current 70 . This smaller number of 
students will make it feasible to assign more written exercises, 
to give more detailed critiques, and to oversee more rewriting. 
Even without additional funding for FY93, it should be possible 
to fund a fourth legal writing position through internal 
reallocation assuming a position on the faculty expected to be 
vacant is left unfilled. 
working in close cooperation with other faculty teaching 
first-year students, the legal research instructors will be able 
to start remediation in the first year of law school for students 
who are encountering academic difficulty. Thus, the increase in 
the number of legal writing instructors to four, and optimally to 
six when financially feasible, should be seen as part of an 
academic assistance program. 
Finally, the Law School experimented in fall semester 1991 












professor and a non-lawyer professional writer and editor . The 
purpose of the class was to improve writing and the underlying 
analysis of legal texts for students at all ability levels, but a 
special concern was with students who needed the most 
improvement. Because students who fare poorly in the first year 
of law school face a significantly higher risk of failing the 
state bar examination even if they do succeed in pulling up their 
grades and graduating from law school, some program of assistance 
and remediation for these students in the second year is needed. 
The experience from the Advanced Writing course is promising, and 
by allocating a portion of a faculty member's workload to this 
class and a modest amount of funding either to compensate the 
non-lawyer writer or to hire third-year studen~s to work in small 
groups or one-on-one with the students enrolled in the class, 
this effort to provide academic assistance can be begun in FY93 
with the resources at hand. 
Goal 2. Enhance the quality of the environment for 
scholarship by: 
(a) providing faculty members with regular 
opportunities during the academic year for 
released time from teaching to devote to research 
and writing projects; 
(b) expanding the program of Faculty Workshops where 
members of the law faculty, faculty members from 
other departments on campus, and visitors from 
















The 1989 Strategic Plan proposed that the Law School 
increase its emphasis on research and scholarship by providing 
faculty members periodically with lighter teaching loads to free 
time for research. These reassignments from teaching to research 
during the academic year have been provided on average to eight 
faculty members each year, and generally have consisted of the 
faculty member teaching one fewer class in a particular semester. 
Even this modest reallocation between teaching and research 
pursuits has proved beneficial in fostering a better climate for 
engaging in longer-term, more ambitious scholarly projects. 
The goal of affording greater opportunities for released 
time from teaching for research will be more difficult to 
accomplish with a reduced number of faculty. Nevertheless, this 
objective is important as an incentive to promote the kind of 
scholarship that gains attention and national respect. As a goal 
the Law School should aim, within the framework of maintaining a 
strong and diverse curriculum, to provide faculty members a light 
teaching load for one semester every other year, with the 
possibility of "banking" courses over several years to accumulate 
an entire semester assigned to research. 
The Faculty Workshop was another feature proposed in the 
1989 Strategic Plan. The workshops have drawn on the work of our 
own faculty members for the most part, and that was as intended 
because the central idea is to provide an informal forum where a 
faculty member can present and test ideas that are still 



















support these Faculty Workshops with sufficient funding from 
available resources to provide a modest honorarium and travel to 
invite outsiders to give talks on work-in-progress and other 
timely topics. 
Goal 3. Enhance the quality of public service programs 
There are several educational and public service programs 
affiliated with the School of Law. In some cases the Law School 
provides no funding for the organization and the entity's program 
objectives are determined by an independent board of trustees on 
which the Dean of the School of Law sits as a member. For 
example, the Institute of Continuing Legal Education (ICLE} 
reports administratively to the Dean of the Law School but is 
controlled by a board of trustees appointed by the state bar and 
retains complete control of its funds that are derived entirely 
from revenues for continuing legal education programs for the bar 
and the sale of publications. ICLE is largely autonomous and is 
not budgetarily or programmatically subject to the control of the 
Law School except that its staff are employees of the University. 
The relationship between the Institute of Continuing 
Judicial Education (ICJE) and the Law School is much closer. 
ICJE is housed on the ground floor of the main law building, and 
until FY92 a portion of the director's salary was paid from the 
Law School's instructional budget. ICJE is funded by a state 
appropriation through the Judiciary Department, not the Board of 













ICJE by providing seed money years ago to allow a director to be 
hired. Today Georgia's ICJE is recognized as providing one of 
the best educational programs in the country for judges and their 
staffs. As state funding for ICJE has grown, the director of 
ICJE and the board of trustees agreed to the Law School's 
decision to end its financial support of ICJE as of the current 
fiscal year. ICJE is pursuing alternative state funding. ICJE 
and the Law School continue to benefit mutually from 
collaborative work to provide training for the state's trial-
level judges and their staffs. Like ICLE, the programs of ICJE 
are largely in the hands of its independent board of trustees on 
which the Dean of the Law School sits as a member and permanent 
vice chair. 
The Prisoner Legal Counseling Project operates through the 
Law School under a contract with the Georgia Department of 
Corrections. The director of PLCP reports administratively to 
the Dean of the Law School, but the mission of PLCP to provide 
constitutionally-required legal assistance to state inmates is 
controlled programmatically by court order and by contract with 
the Department of Corrections. The director of PLCP negotiates 
directly with the Department of Corrections for funding, and the 
Law School receives a small amount for the administrative 
services it provides. The Law School benefits from its close 
relationship with PLCP, because law students can receive academic 
credit for working under the supervision of the PLCP director and 



















provides a good clinical education opportunity for our law 
students. 
Both the Legal Aid Clinic and the Prosecutorial Clinic carry 
out valuable public service programs and provide law students 
with the opportunity to work on actual cases and to appear in 
court as third-year students. The Legal Aid Clinic serves as the 
public defender's office for Athens-Clarke and Oconee Counties. 
The salary of the director, who is a clinical faculty member of 
the Law School, and one-half of the salary of the associate 
director, are paid from the Law School's instructional budget; 
salaries of staff attorneys and other employees and expenses are 
paid according to contract by Athens-Clarke and Oconee Counties. 
The ~irector of the Prosecutorial Clinic is a clinical . 
faculty member of the Law School and is paid from the Law 
School's instructional budget to supervise law students assigned 
to work in the offices of district attorneys in counties around 
northeast Georgia. Because of the director's efforts, the number 
of district attorneys accepting students into their offices has 
grown to the point that requests for student interns outstrip the 
capacity of a single clinical instructor to train and effectively 
supervise all who could be placed in this clinical program. 
Both the Legal Aid Clinic and the Prosecutorial Clinic 
provide important opportunities for law students to gain legal 
skills though practical experience while serving the public. The 
Law School's first interest in each clinic is the educational 














of the clinic's director. Additionally, in the case of the Legal 
Aid Clinic, the Law School has a direct interest in assuming that 
the office is meeting its professional responsibilities as the 
public defender for indigent criminal defendants in Athens-Clarke 
and Oconee Counties. 
The summary above is presented in some detail to show how 
variously linked to the Law School some of these affiliated 
institutes are as well as to point out the different degrees of 
autonomy that exist in respect to determining their own program 
directions and budgets. Except where funding is provided by the 
Law School, it has a limited role in setting program objectives. 
In contrast, the Dean Rusk Center for International and 
Comparative Law is administratively and budgetarily a part of the 
School of Law. Its role is to advance all three of the missions 
of the University. It seeks to enhance the quality of the Law 
School's educational program by sponsoring faculty visitors from 
other countries to teach short courses in the Law School and to 
facilitate faculty exchange programs by which law faculty from 
this school can teach in law schools outside the United States. 
The Rusk Center director and associate director engage in 
research on issues of international law, especially matters 
pertaining to improving trade and economic development. The Rusk 
Center carries out public service through activities ranging from 
joining in the Georgia Export Assistance Network to conducting 
applied studies and sponsoring conferences such as one on the 
















the Executive Director of the Rusk Center has sought to 
contribute to the internationalizing of the campus by aiding the 
development of undergraduate study areas in the Franklin College 
and has responded to requests from the Vice President for 
Services to take part in that office's outreach programs for 
economic development in Africa. 
As more and more legal problems take on a transnational 
dimension, it is desirable that the Rusk Center become integrated 
as closely and productively as possible into the educational 
environment of the Law School so that its resources and the 
platform that its name provides can encourage broader faculty 
involvement in carrying on projects and doing work in this area. 
Whether the problem is one of protection of the environment or a 
copyright, securities regulation or antitrust, trade or security, 
the transnational dimension of the problem is destined to grow in 
importance in the years ahead. The relationship between the Rusk 
Center and the Law School should be defined to insure that it 
fosters and supports as much as possible an environment for the 
pursuit of international studies at the Law School. 
Goal 4. Faculty and staff career development 
The Law School should do more to encourage and support the 
professional development of faculty and staff. Regrettably, 
funds to support travel to professional meetings and to invite 
visiting faculty to teach at our Law School when a member of our 















the faculty gain visibility and contacts and become participants 
in the national legal community, are the first casualties of 
budget reductions. Similarly, members of the Law School's 
administrative staff have in the past gained valuable contacts 
and ideas by participating, often in leadership roles, in 
professional associations, but we have been forced to forego 
these opportunities in the past year because of budget cuts. 
Although the need to increase salaries for faculty and staff is 
the number one priority, it should be emphasized that to increase 
Law School salaries will require deeper reductions in the funds 
that could be used for this kind of career development. 
At the same time, some relatively modest expenditures can 
have a decidedly beneficial impact on the school. As discussed 
in connection with Goal 2, the Law School for three years has 
supported a Faculty Workshop series at very little cost. We plan 
to extend the workshop to bring in visitors from other 
institutions from time to time to talk about their work and to 
compare ideas. 
. 
The John A. Sibley Lecture Series is supported by annual 
private contributions from the Loridans Foundation. For over 
twenty-five years, the Sibley Lecture series has brought 
distinguished national figures in the world of law to the school 
to speak. For the past two years, we have used the Sibley 
Lecture as the centerpiece of a larger program to which other 
academicians have been invited to attend and to respond as 















and this past fall on Modern Tort Law served at a manageable cost 
to bring a number of leading scholars to the school to visit 
classes as well as to participate in the program built around the 
Sibley Lecture. This format has proven successful in delivering 
a "big bang for the buck" and will. be continued. 
Goal 5. Restructuring the salary scale of faculty and 
staff 
As discussed above in section A, The State of the Law 
School, this Law School is on the verge of "losing touch with the 
pack" of other schools of similar standing in the southeast in 
terms of salary. An increase in average faculty salary of over 
15% is required to restore the faculty salary scale to the same 
relative position it held just seven years ago. The problem of 
non-competitive salaries was highlighted in the 1989 Strategic 
Plan and has grown steadily worse until it now threatens to 
undermine the standing and quality of the Law School unless 
quickly addressed. Although the Law School could downsize in 
FY93 to allocate internally funds to generate a three-percent 
salary increase, we cannot do more than begin to reallocate the 
full amount of funds required. For this reason, the special 
tuition increase proposed for 1992-93, with the funds allocated 
to restore the budget reduction in the Law Library and to fund 
salary increases for faculty and staff, is imperative. Even then 
the school will not have regained the comparative salary position 
held just seven years ago, but it will make clear to the faculty 












goal is attainable in the near term if the state's economy begins 
to recover and if improving University salaries is made a top 
priority for state appropriations for the next three years as the 
governor has promised. 
Distortions caused by salary compression are present in the 
Law School's salary scale and can be addressed internally given 
flexibility and a larger pool of salary raise dollars. 
Goal 6. Expanding use of contemporary technology 
One of the objectives in the 1989 Strategic Plan that has 
been accomplished was to provide low-end personal computers for 
faculty offices, to increase the amount of computer/word 
processing equipment available for students in the Law Library, 
and to provide full-time access for both faculty and students to 
an expanded set of electronic research data bases for legal and 
law-related research. Adding this new technology has made it 
possible to eliminate some secretarial positions and to improve 
the capacity of faculty and students to do research quickly and 
efficiently. 
The highest priority for new technology now is to 
computerize the serials, acquisitions, and public catalog 
operations of the Law Library. Our Law Library is the only one 
among the top thirty ABA law school libraries in the country 
which is not computerized. The Director of the Law Library and 
the professional law librarians strongly favor acquiring the 







law libraries for the serials and acquisitions components. It 
should be possible for the public catalog of the Law Library to 
use MARVEL, the system designed and in use in the Main Library. 
The goal should be that a user be able to search electronically 
the catalog of either the Law Library or the Main Library from a 
terminal located in either building. 
The cost of purchasing and installing the INNOVACQ system 
for serials and acquisitions is now estimated to be $82,524, plus 
a monthly charge at current rates of $783.73. A description of 
these two systems and what they do is attached as Annex D. It is 
not possible for the Law Library to purchase and install these 
electronic information systems without new funding for this 
purpose. Such an investment by the University would save an 
enormous amount of personnel time, increase efficiency, and raise 
the quality of library services. Adding this new technology 
should be a University priority for funding during the three-year 
period for this Strategic Plan. Acquiring this technology will 
directly and immediately serve the primary missions of the 
University and the Law School. 
Personnel time will be saved and efficiency increased as 
progress continues to be made to link the Law School to the 
campus computer network. Along with budget and bookkeeping and 
student records, other operations that would be aided by 
networking include our alumni and development office , admissions, 
and graduate legal studies. Providing quick electronic access to 
















inside and outside the Law School for operations such as these 
will increase efficiency and enable us to continue to operate at 
the present low level of staffing. 
Goal 7. Reducing academic and institutional administrative 
overhead 
The School of Law does not have departments so the kind of 
intra-unit consolidation which might be appropriate in other 
units to reduce support costs is not applicable. There are two 
areas where inter-unit collaboration would prove decidedly 
helpful to improve efficiency and to save costs. 
First, the Law School currently has vacant the position of 
Information Specialist which was filled until last fall on a 
three-quarter-time basis. The principal work of the person 
holding this staff position is to prepare and edit The Georgia 
Advocate, our alumni magazine that is published twice a year, and 
to prepare other public information . With some cost sharing 
these responsibilities could be assumed by the University's 
Public Relations Office to consolidate that effort centrally. 
The Law School, like other colleges, has a distinct alumni 
constituency, so familiarity with the life of the school and 
consistency are essential to success. Assigning the 
responsibility for this work centrally, coupled with good liaison 
with the school, merits consideration. 
Second, the relationship between the Law School's graduate 
legal studies program and the Graduate School could be redefined 


















admissions. In most law schools the Master of Laws (LL.M.) 
degree program is administered and operated as part of the law 
school and not as part of the graduate school. Although the 
present dean of the Graduate School has worked cooperatively to 
reduce the delay and miscommunication attendant on the 
duplication of effort between the Law School's graduate studies 
office and the Graduate School, the structural problems of the 
relationship should be addressed. The Law School's LL.M. program 
is small and integral to the Law School. Formally placing 
authority in the Law School for administering admissions and 
other aspects of the program could save time and paperwork and 
reduce the work of the Graduate School's staff. 
Goal 8. Improving the physical environment 
When the new Dean Rusk Center Addition is completed in late 
1993 or early 1994, the Law School will gain not only a permanent 
home for the Rusk Center but a state-of-the-art, eighty-seat 
classroom, a high-tech courtroom for trial practice and appellate 
advocacy classes, a seminar room, offices for faculty and space 
for the Institute of Continuing Judicial Education. As part of 
the move into the new facility, existing office space in the Law 
Library Annex should be remodeled into library office and work 
space and additional student study areas. This addition is 
intended to complete the physical plant of the School of Law and 




















o. Institutional Reconanendations 
1. The School of Law supports ranking the need to increase 
faculty and staff salaries as the University's top priority in 
the strategic Plan 
2. A formula must be established to systematically 
increase funding for University libraries, including the Law 
Library as a high priority. In the case of the Law Library there 
are extraordinary, one-time investments required that cannot be 
handled within the regular level of annual funding. These 
include {a) the cost of computerizing the Law Library's serials 
and acquisitions systems and integrating it as a participant in 
the Main Libraries MARVEL public catalog system (see Goal 6, page 
28), and (b) the cost, estimated at $100,000, to complete the 
purchase and installation of compact shelving for the ground 
floor of the Law Library .to meet shelving needs. 
In addition, a new initiative should be undertaken to 
restore the FY92 budget cut and then to systematically increase 
funding for the University libraries as a vital resource of the 
academic community. 
3. Consistent with the general recommendations of the 
University's Environmental Task Force (the Stanford Committee) 
new state funding should be provided to establish an 
Interdisciplinary Environmental Clinic to be housed in the Law 
School and reporting administratively to the Dean. The proposal 
describing the mission and structure of such a clinic is provided 





















involving interested faculty and students from a large number of 
schools and departments. The Clinic would engage in 
nonadjudicatory dispute resolution such as negotiation and 
mediation to resolve real environmental problems. The Clinic 
would further the teaching, research, and public service missions 
of the University. Federal grant funds may be obtained on a 
50/50 basis to operate the clinic for the first three years if 
the University provides initial matching funding. 
4. Support in terms of staff time and expertise should be 
provided by the University's Public Relations Office to assist 
schools and colleges with public communications, such as 
publishing alumni magazines for particular alumni constituencies. 
The School of Law can no longer afford to have a Law School staff 
member prepare and edit The Georgia Advocate, our alumni magazine 
that is published twice a year. The benefits of close 
collaboration between various schools or colleges and a central 
office with writers, editors and layout designers seem obvious. 
S. Attention should be given to restructuring the 
relationship between the Graduate School and the Law School's 
graduate legal studies office to vest formally greater autonomy 
in the Law School over admission to its small LL.M. program to 
reduce paperwork and delay. (See Goal 7, at page 30). 
6. Changes should be sought in the rules of the Board of 
Regents and Teachers Retirement System that hamper the employment 
of retired faculty to teach part-time (technically "less than 



















of the salary cap to eliminate the present disincentive for 
retired faculty members to teach one part of an academic year at 
Georgia (one quarter or one semester) would facilitate the hiring 
of retired faculty. Employing retired faculty to teach part-time 
can greatly assist in meeting a school's curricular needs in the 












This report has been prepared from data 
furnished by the ABA on condition that it 
remain confidential. 
J 
0 Annex A 
0 
CONFIDENTIAL 
0 caaparative Faculty Salary Data regarding Southeastern Law Schools* 
1984-85 1991-92 
0 National National , Inc. Change in Rank Salary ~ Salary Rank Avg. Sal. in Avg. Sal. 
0 Alabama M $55,100 34 M $77,000 61 A 54,000 43 A 78,000 66 44.4 -23 
0 
Arkansas M 43,000 140 M 63,100 145 
@ Little Rock A 44,900 119 A 65,500 140 45.8 -21 
Duke M 65,000 11 M 102,200 4 
0 A 65,400 11 A 93,800 13 43.4 - 2 
Emory M 49,600 71 M 81,800 42 
l 
A 50,000 74 A 85,800 34 71.6 +40 
Florida M 58,000 28 M 91,000 17 
A 57,500 24 A 89,200 25 55. 1 - 1 
C Florida State M 58,400 25 M 81,400 43 
A 56,400 28 A 81,700 44 44 .8 -16 
0 George Mason M 41,000 154 M 69,500 109 
A 42,100 148 A 75,700 75 79.8 +73 
G Georgia M 52,000 54 M 70,200 104 A 54,100 41 A 74,700 82 38.l -41 
D Georgia State M 43,000 137 ll 63,700 143 A 44 , 200 129 A 63,600 147 43.9 -18 
0 
Kentucky M 47,200 88 ll 79,600 so 
A 47,300 92 A 80,100 54 69.3 +38 
L. S. U. (La.) M 50, 100 64 M 65,000 134 
D A 52,100 53 A 72,500 95 39.2 -42 
Maryland M 49,500 73 M 77,600 57 
0 
A 51,500 59 A 78,700 64 52.8 - 5 
Mercer II 45,000 116 M 67,800 118 
A 43,900 132 A 67,300 128 53.3 + 4 a Miami II 57,300 28 M 85,400 33 
A 57,200 26 A 89,700 24 56.8 + 2 
0 Mississippi M 42,500 143 N 57,400 160 
A 42,100 149 A 56,700 162 34.7 -12 






























Wash. & Lee 
W. Virginia 























ALL U.S. M 47,500 
Law Schools•• A 48,200 



























M 62,500 147 
A 67,900 123 
M 62,700 146 
A 66,500 132 
M 59,300 156 
A 61,900 155 
N 99,800 8 
A 95,500 9 
N 85,300 
A 86 , 000 
34 
32 
M 90,700 19 
A 91,000 21 
M 92,900 16 
A 92,000 17 
M 74,500 83 
A 77,700 69 
M 76,000 73 
A 82,000 43 
M 64,400 139 











43 . 3 
57 . 1 
56.1 
58. 3 






Change in Rank 












*This list of southeastern law schools is made up of (1) the principal state law 
school in each of the 15 SREB states (i. e. Alabama, Arkansas-Little Rock, Florida, Georgia , 
Kentucky, LSU, Maryland, Mississippi, North Carolina, Oklahoma, South Carolina, Tennessee, 
Texas, Virginia, West Virginia), (2) other Georgia law schools (i.e., Emory, Georgia State 
and Mercer) and (3) other southeastern law schools with sufficiently strong student bodies 
and reputations that this school views them as genuine competitors for perspective students 
(i.e., Florida State, William & Mary, Duke, George Mason, Miami, Tulane, Vanderbilt , Wake 
Forest and Washington & Lee). Notably this list excludes many additional and currently 
weaker southeastern schools that in the past six years have passed Georgia in average or 
median faculty salaries. See item 9 below. 
**These figures, which were obtained from the ABA Consultant on Legal Education and are 
based on a confidential salary survey fall accredited law schools in the United States , 

















Law Library Rankings By Volume Count and 















Compiu:ison Between Volumes C:1•1111t nnd Totnl Llbrary l~iq,.,udlturcs (TLl~LI 
School Vols. Count 
l. Harvard 1,664,613 
2. Columbia 849,799 
3. New York Univ. 824,003 
4. Yale Univ. 816,230 
5. U. of Texas 768,341 
6. U. of Hinne!lota 690,671 
7. U. of Michigan 684, 176 
8. U. of Cal. (Berkeley) 665,693 
9. U. of Iowa 645,605 
10. U. of Virginia 630,094 
II. Georgetown U. 608,682 
12. U. of Illinois 560,461 
13. Ohto State U. 542,982 
14. Northwe!ltern U. 536,998 
15. U. of Chicago 523,314 
16. U. of Cal. (Hn!ltfngs) 493,647 
17. U. of Pennsylvania 486,488 
18. Louisiana State U. 481,416 
19. U. of Florida 476,432 
20. Cornell U. 475,482 
21. Tulnne U. 449,263 
22. Rutgers U. (Ca111den) 441,990 
23. UCLA 441, l103 
24. Washington U. '•39,688 
25. U. of Washington 427,061 
26. Indiana U. (Bloomington) 423,078 
27. State U. of N.Y. nt Buffalo 416,233 
28. U. of Ceor&!!_ _ _,,._ ______ 4..:...;...;11'-',:...:;;2;..:;.9..:;...5 
29. ITT Chicago Kent 411,274 
30. Boston U. 404,921 
31 . Duke U. 401,117 
32. Wayne State 401,09l 
33. Te~ple U. 400,588 
34. Fordham U. 394,111 






























U. of Mlch1Rnn 
U. of Virginia 
New York U. 
U. of Notre name 
U. of Florida 
U. of California (Berkeley) 
Yale Univ. 
Columbia U. 
U. of Iowa 
UCLA 
Louisiana State U. 
Stanford U. 
Indiana U. (Bloomington) 
U. of Minnesota 
Florida State U. 
Thomas M. Cooley 
Wayne St11te U. 
u. of Hinmi 
Washington U. 
Union U. Albany 
St . John's U. 
U. of San Diego 
Loyola U. (l.A) 
McCeorge School of L11w 
Boston U. 
U. of 11 linots 
U. of Cnllfornia (Hastings) 
U. of Texas 
Duke U. 
U. of PJtt!lburgh 
U. of Californfa (DaviR) 
Fordham U. 
Brooklyn 
U. of Wnshington 
Southern Hethodl~t U. 
NorthweRte:rn U. 
U, of Connecticut 
Southwestern U. 
Seton Hall U. 
U. of Rk.hmond 
Vanderbilt U. 
Cornell U. 
U. of PennRylvania 
U. of Chicago 
Tul11ne U. 
State U. of N. Y. at Buffalo 
Ohio State U. 
Loyola U. (Chicago) 
U. of North Carolina 
VHlnnova U. 
Syracuse U. 
U. of Wisconsin 
Touro College of Lnw 
Washington & Lee U. 





















































62 7, I 7 '• 
625,1105 
616,95) 






_ 606~ 777 
585,J0I 
499, 152 
I. Source: /\m<'rtcnn l\;ir Ai::soc-iJ1tfon. Office or the ConF<11lr:mt on l,cp,;'11 Ecl11eatlon 
to the aRA. Law Library Comprehensive Statistical Table Data From Fall 1990 
Annual Questionn11ire. 1991. 

















Georgia R 2297 
NR 6225 
Alabama R 2354 
NR 4890 
Florida R 2121 
NR 6170 
FSU R 2119 
NR 6163 
GSU R 2010 
NR 5940 
LSU R 3510 
NR 7710 
Ole Miss R 2309 
NR 3491 
Tennessee R 2164 
NR 5172 
UNC R 1085 
NR 6755 
USC R 3128 
NR 6618 
Wa R 4116 
NR 8976 
William R 3668 
& Mary NR 8894 
Annex C 
STATE-SUPPORTED SCHOOLS 





















































* - Figures for undergraduate tuition for 1991-92 appear in THE CHRONICLE 
OF HIGHER EDUCATION (October 23, 1991) at Pages A31-36. 
PRIVATE SCHOOLS 
0 
Law School Tuition Undergraduate 
G Tuition 1991-92 
1989-90 1990-91 1991-92 
0 
Cumberland 8,750 9,950 11,600 6,540 
0 Duke 14,997 16,001 16,400 15,101 
0 
Emory 13,340 14,680 15,410 
Mercer 9,500 10,900 11,700 9,425 
C Miami 12,186 13,366 17,000 
Nova 10,440 12,047 13,240 7,630 
[ Stetson 10,390 11,290 12,330 10,020 
f 
Tulane 14,230 15,350 16,980 16,980 
Vanderbilt 13,621 14,935 15,800 15,234 
Wake Forest 9,650 10,620 11,650 10,800 





























INNOVACQ, a commercially-created software program in use at 
most major law libraries, is a multiple-processor computer system 
utilizing sealed "Winchester" disk drives. Additional Central 
Processing Units (CPUs} are added to the system as more terminals 
are required. Up to 30 terminals may be connected to the 
INNOVACQ system. PCs owned by the library may be used as 
terminals. A system printer is connected to the INNOVACQ 
computer. All terminals may access this printer for printing of 
reports, purchase orders, etc. In addition, local printers may 
be used to service individual terminals. 
Phase I -- Serials Control 
SERIALS CHECK-IN -- INNOVACQ allows the library staff to 
check in all types of serials -- journals, newspapers, government 
documents, microfilm, and complex serials such as those with 
advance sheets, cumulations, pocket parts, etc. Records for 
serials may be retrieved by access points such as title, call 
number, author, barcode, order number, etc. 
As soon as the check-in is recorded, INNOVACQ will produce a 
"label" according to the library's specifications which can 
contain call number, location, etc. If the journal is routed to 
various patrons, a routing slip is also printed at the same time. 
BINDING -- INNOVACQ indicates that binding of a particular 
volume of a serial is appropriate, according to profiles 
established by the library staff. INNOVACQ prints "pull slips" 













will also print binding order slips according to the library's 
specifications and record which issues have been sent to the 
bindery. 
CLAIMING INNOVACQ monitors items ordered by the library 
to insure that they arrive in a timely fashion. Periodically, a 
library staff member directs INNOVACQ to examine its files and 
produce a list of items that should be claimed. The staff member 
reviews the list of items and decides whether to issue a claim. 
Once a decision has been made, the system can sort and print the 
claims. The system generates statistics which allows the library 
to evaluate the performance of vendors. 
Phase II -- Acquisitions 
ORDERING -- INNOVACQ handles all types of orders, as well as 
gifts and exchanges in one of these ways -- downloading from a 
bibliographic utility such as OCLC, keying in on an INNOVACQ 
terminal, or transmitting over telephone lines to a vendor's 
computer. Purchase orders may be printed by library staff as 
often as desired. When ordered items are received, a staff 
member records such receipt on INNOVACQ. Claiming, as described 
above, is possible for all orders . 
FUND ACCOUN'rING -- Up-to-date accounting reports as a by-
product of normal order entry and recording of invoices are 
possible. There is no extra effort involved to produce the 
desired reports. INNOVACQ supports up to 1,200 funds, each of 
which may be divided into seven subfunds. For each fund, 
















expenditure, the currently outstanding encumbrances and both the 
"free" balance and the "cash" balance. 
INNOVACQ's report writer is capable of producing reports 
that detail expenditures by categories other than "funds," for 
example, library location, material type, etc. 
The cost for the installation of the INNOVACQ system for the 
Law Library is projected to be as follows: 
(1) Serials Component 
The cost of this component is a total of $58,364, with 
a monthly maintenance charge of $583.64. 
(2) Acquisitions 
The total cost of this system is $20,090, with a 
monthly maintenance charge of $200.09. 
(3) Other Equipment 
The prices above include only two terminals. In order 
to effectively utilize the system, an additional 
terminal will be needed at a cost of $3,095 and a 
label printer for various types of printing at a cost 
of $975. 
Total Cost 
The total cost of installation for both the serials and 
acquisitions system will be $82,524.00. The monthly charge will 
be $783.73. 
The Law Library recommends that both the serials and 
acquisitions components be ordered together. 
For our public catalog, the Law School recommends the 
















certain conditions are met. It is highly desirable that a 
separate catalog for books held in the Law Library be established 
as part of the overall MARVEL system so that a patron could elect 
to search either the Law School's catalog or the larger Main 
















PROPOSAL FOR AN INTERDISCIPLINARY 
ENVIRONMENTAL CLINIC AT UGA 
This is a proposal to establish an environmental clinic coordinated through the law school 
at the University of GeorgiL The clinic will provide an opportunity for graduate and 
professional students, selected undergraduate students, and faculty of different disciplines 
to work together to solve environmental problems. 
Problem; 
Landfilb around Georgia and the nation are rapidly approaching and in many cases 
exceeding capacity. Precious ground and surface water supplies are contaminated by farm 
and urban runoff and septic drainage. Wetlands are destroyed for residential and industrial 
construction. These and other local and regional environmental problems result directly 
from actions by individuals-family shoppers, farmers and backyard caretakers. developers 
and homebuyers, as well as industrialists. 
Even more disturbing, global warming, ozone depletion, extinction of plant and animal 
species. and other phenomena provide evidence that individual actions--driving to campus, 
buying coCfee in a styrofoam cup, air conditioning our homes-multiplied by millions of 
similar actions, degrade the environment on a global scale. 
Opinion polls show that now more than ever the public is concerned about and wants to 
protect the environment. It must be provided the tools to do so. It must be educated as 
to the crucial interdependence of ecology, energy, economics and human health. lt must 
be presented with alternative choices for sustainable economic and environmental survival. 
It must be given the technical expertise. ethical perspective. and political skills to manage 
resources wisely for future generations. 
Role of interdisciplinary environmental clinical education 
Universities are the natural catalyst for such an education. They are the training grounds 
for future environmental leaders and for non-environmental professionals whose decisions 
in government, business and educational institutions will determine the environmental 
quality of the future. They also possess exceptional expertise and other resources with 
which to address environmental concerns. 
Two important components are included in the proposed clinic: an interdisciplinary 
approach involving different schools within the university, and •hands-on" involvement in 
real-world projects. Other universities possess one or the other of these components; the 









• Provide an opportunity for faculty of different disciplines to share ideas and research. 
• Meet community needs for environmental assistance through research and drafting of 
reports, legislation and regulations: monitoring conditions: educating the public; and 
organizing compliance efforts. 
• Provide the community with well-trained and thoughtf~l graduates equipped to face the 
environmental challenges they will encounter in their homes and businesses. 
• Provide a training ground for future environmental professionals. and consequently 
improve their opportunities for quality employment and future study. 
• Provide a model for other universities committed to quality environmental education. 
• Increase awareness of the importance of integrated problem-solving within the University 
community and the broader community. 
Structure of clinic classes 
Students in the clinic will meet once a week for two to three hours for a lecture or 
presentation beneficial to the entire clinic class. This . will include use of outside speakers 
from government, industry, environmental advocacy groups, and environmental consulting 
lirms. These lectures will be coordinated by the clinic director. In addition, the students 
will break into smaller groups to work on projects as described below. The students will 
be graded on class participation and project performance. 
Types of prqjects the clinic will undertake; 
The clinic will provide technical, educational and legal resources typically unavailable to the 
communityt being particularly sensitive to the needs of minority and low income 
communities which are disproportionately plagued by environmental problems. Clinic 
projects will be chosen by the director with input from an interdisciplinary advisory 
committee composed or faculty from the Environmental Health Science Program, the 
Institute of Ecology, the Institute of Natural Resources. Geologyt Soil Science, Biological 
and Agricultural Engineering, Toxicology and Environmental Design. Factors considered 
will be the disciplines and interests of the upcoming clinic students as well as needs 
identified by the community at large and the University's outreach programs such as the 
Agricultural Extension Service, the Institute of Government, and the Institute of Community 
and Area Development. 
For example, journalism students working with education students, agriculture students and 
law students might develop a learning aide, such as a film or a booklet, on reduced 
pesticide use, conservation tillage, buffering and other best management practices to prevent 
and control nonpoint source pollution. Environmental design students along with law 









describing steps other states are taking to prepare for projected sea level rise resulting from 
global climate change and recommending a framework for Georgia action. Law students 
working with environmentaJ health or toxicology students might petition the Environmental 
Protection Division of the Georgia Depanment of Natural Resources to strengthen 
particular environmentaJ regulations. Law, business and ecology students might develop a 
system of economic incentives for local government to protect water quality on a particular 
Georgia watershed or a system of tax differentials to encourage the preservation of 
farmland and natural areas. Recent growth strategy initiatives will provide an additional 
weaJth of research and outreach projects., The life of many projects will exceed the 
semester, or even several semesters, and will·be passed along to successive groups of clinic 
students. 
University support; 
Initial contacts with faculty from the Environmental Health Science program, the School 
of Environmental Design, the Botany and Zoology departments and the Institutes of 
Ecology and Natural Resources have elicited overwhelming suppon. The University's 
Environmental Task Force has endorsed the clinic proposal. 
Administrative structure; 
The clinic director will be a member of the faculty of the law school and will report to the 
Dean of the School of Law. Interdisciplinary faculty will be recommended for participation 
in the program by their department heads or deans. 
Permanent staff includes a clinic director hired by the law school and a half-time secretary. 
E3ch semester, additional faculty from different disciplines will assist in su;,ervising the 
clinic projects and will be compensated by the clinic according to the predetermined extent 
of their panicipation. 
Par1icipatin1 studenrs; 
The clinic will be open to graduate and professional students and to selecteJ undergraduate 
students. Initially, approximately 25-30 students wilt participate in the clinic each semester 
including the summer semester. Students who take tile clinic for three hours credit are 
expected to devote approximately 10 hours per week to the class; students who elect to take 
the clinic for six hours credit will devote at least 20 hours per week. 









Clinic director- $45,000-$55,000 (w / benefits- $57,600-$64,000) 
Funding of interdisciplinary faculty- $25,000 (w/ benefits- $31,750) 
(This will range from $2,000-$5,000 
per semester per faculty member) 
Half-time secretary• $6,561 ($9,000 w/benefits) 
Supplies- $2,000 
Phone- $4,000 
Travel (transportation and lodging)• $4,000 
Printing and/ or film• $3,000 
Computen and other equipment• $10,000 (one time) 
Laboratory costs• $10,000 
Miscellaneous• $10,000 
It is assumed that the clinic would be housed in existing space at the University. In the 
event that this is not possible, the budget should include utilities and rent. 
Fundina; 
Ideally the University would provide funding for the salaries of the clinic director and the 
interdisciplinary faculty. The law school would absorb the costs of the half-time secretary, 
supplies and phone. The clinic director would raise the remaining funds ( to be revolved 
through a clinic account with the UOA Foundation). Initial inquiries to funding sources as 
diverse as non-profit foundations, the Georgia Trial lawyers Association, and prominent 
local businesspeople indicate that broad-based financial support will be forthcoming. 
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